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About This Game

Shadows over Riva (1997) is the third part of the glorious Realms of Arkania Trilogy...

Something sinister lurks in the seaside town of Riva. An evil force has subverted the city's leaders, and evil things lurk in the
town's sewers. Explore the huge city, dungeons and even underwater regions in stunningly detailed 3D. Adjustable difficulty

levels make the game as simple or as detailed as you like.

PC Gamer Editor's Choice (1997)

Fantastic story and excellent gameplay (Online Gaming Review, 1997)

The Realms of Arkania Trilogy

The Realms of Arkania games (Blade of Destiny, Star Trail and Shadows of Riva) deliver a prime example of the classical
European fantasy universe. Based on Germany's most popular pen & paper role playing game, it was also the first German

computer RPG series to get widely recognized outside of its home country. To this day it holds a stable hardcore fanbase that
loves the games for their comprehensive adaption of the pen & paper ruleset and the believable medieval fantasy setting.
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A very good horror-themed casual point-and-click adventure. In spite of it being old and having low-resolution graphics, the
gameplay is excellent, with many challenging puzzles and several good hidden-object scenes. The story is rather thin and well-
worn (zombies!) but the game makes up for it with a rich atmosphere.. Oh man, I got SO SICK watching this, only lasted 5
minutes and still feeling like♥♥♥♥♥♥ Don't they know you can't jerk the camera around without a frame of reference in VR?

Which is too bad because it's seriously cool and well done. Love the style, actors, and cinematography of what I've seen so far.

I'll watch the rest in 3 minutes sessions.. Malo je glupa igrica.... lol get it on sale, its ok at best. This game is more than I
expected. And for a price of 10 euros, it's really worth it. It's really, really in-depth, like I didn't expect it to be that in-depth. It's
really interesting, I really like office building and so many things to choose for building, like you can build a gym for your
office, kitchen, leisure room, etc. etc. (although building can be tricky at times), I also liked how many paths you can choose
from when developing your game and the ways that you can hype your game up. There are soo many things in this game that
pleasantly surprised me. Playing tutorial is mandatory. The game is a bit difficult I must say, but probably due to my
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ decisions, but ofcourse, practice makes it perfect.
It's fun to see that the developer is updating the game, listens to community's feedback, If he keeps this up, this game can reach
it's potential. If you are a fan of game dev sims - it's a must buy!
. The soccer mode is awesome.. For a first game from an small dev, it's a pretty swell point-and-click adventure. Takes about 5
to 6 hours to complete. The puzzles made sense - I only got stuck a few times due to missing an item or conversation earlier. I
enjoyed learning the lore and how the bad guys were portrayed. The item combining system was a bit of a hassle to use.

PROS
puzzles
lore
music

NEUTRAL
that RPG Maker look

CONS
lack of proof-reading (will probably be fixed in a future update)
some bugs (ditto)
item combining could use some fine-tuning

All in all, I consider it money well spent, and look forward to seeing what One Bit Studio will do next.. This game is absolutely
ridiculous and very funny. Awesome characters, cute design, a bit racist, and everything in between. I definitely recommend
buying the DLC, you won't regret it.

As someone who cares less about politics than how to properly clean a porta-potty, this game is entertaining and does it's job.
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Very fun game makes you think love brain teasers great job with the game!. nice game i wanna some space fight. Very good fps
game. Nice oldscool graphics; actionfull gameplay and 150% fun :)
Try this.. quot;If you're good at something never do it for free"

~Funnyman. First impression: less addictive than Robocraft

There've been quite a few LEGO-type games recently. This one has "Challenges" which are small levels that you have to
complete with limited parts, earning extra stars for beating a time limit, not breaking your craft, collecting stars (duh) and
similar tasks - think small obstacle course. The whole game feels very sandboxey, from the cardboard tube sturdiness of your
craft to the low-poly simplistic level design; and indeed the sandbox mode seems to be where it's at for most reviewers.

As a game, Autocraft leaves a lot to be desired (the ability to fire your gun without activating the thrusters, for one thing).
Mostly, I suspect that the devlopers use the Unity physics angine as-is and don't really understand that much about physics
modeling, which kinda breaks the game and my constructions: getting stuck in the ground from the "Play" button in level 1 (tip:
use 4 wheels to be safe) to the general brittleness of everything that makes matchsticks look like a superior building material to
the general uncontrollabity of everything. (I haven't found the "wiring" touted on the store page.) Some things can be easily
remedied before Autocraft goes out of Early Access: gamepad support, a better introduction than to drop players in the first
level with help that still leaves you wondering why you can build something with wheels that you can't control (you have no
energy source, and no steering wheels in level 1); but the fact that I'm fighting the physics engine more than the level challenges
means that the game is likely to stay a sandbox with extras for the foreseeable future.

So, yeah, if are bored of the physics sandboxes you have and want a new one, give this try; if you're looking for a game, it's
probably too early to access this one.

Update: I put some more time in this game, and found out that in later levels, when you have built something and go into "edit parts"
mode, you can select parts on your vehicle and change some parameters, most importantly the activation key. This actually provides
for a modicum of control, and now I am recommending this game to players who like to tinker and don't mind an "unfinished" feel
about everything.. Excellent warband. Easilly the best yet unlike the disappointing Witchunters. There are some cringeworthy
errors in the audio description for the campaign but the variation Undead bring to warband construction means that if you own
and play Mordheim then you should have this good value DLC.. Kingspray Graffiti VR is an unusual VR experience that's a
fantastic change from the usual wave-based shooters. The attention to detail is superb and we loved the joyful feelings the game
created, especially with the addition of hand-holding features for artistic novices like us. For the current price, Kingspray
Graffiti VR is more than worth the small investment if only for its unusual character and charm.

With a complete and utter lack of any artistic talent, our favourite feature of Kingspray Graffiti VR is easily the projector
mode. With this, you can simply drop any real-world image into the correct folder (C:\Users\XXX\Documents\Kingspray
Graffiti\Media) before you start the game and then project that image onto the wall you're painting on. Like a giant stencil. You
can then select the size of the image and adjust the brightness or stretch on it to your liking.

With a projected Banksy in place, we then went about tracing over the image in an effort to recreate his work in the virtual
world. The results weren't perfect, but they were certainly better than anything we created under our own steam. We were
disappointed we couldn't use the clone tool here to copy the colours, you have to paint by eye instead and use the colour palette
or switch between cans.

Co-op is also fantastic and hilarious.

Read the rest of my review here - https://www.pocket-lint.com/ar-vr/reviews/142753-kingspray-graffiti-vr-review-a-breath-of-
paint-fumed-air

See me painting like Banksy - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJATu_QvQvk&t=63s

. Usually, all games under VR tag have some kind of whiteboarding ability, this software only have whiteboards.

And by "only" i mean, it does not even have a floor. Or a sky. Or lightening. And you are totally unable to change that.
No options, no extras, no habilities. Nothing but Whiteboards.
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Good idea, but not worth the price at this moment.
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